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With the help of a volunteer consultant, the Baker Lake Hunters and Trappers 

Organization have begun to review AREVA’s Draft Environmental Impact 

Statement. Today, we would like to share five concerns. 

1) Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ) Report. The Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit report is 

missing a lot of information about land use. For example, AREVA does not 

include any travel routes.  This makes it look like Inuit don’t use the area for 

hunting, which is not true. AREVA says that the area west of the Thelon is not 

used for hunting very much, but this is not true. We hunt everywhere! 

2) Use of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit (IQ). Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit is not used very 

much in the study of impacts on caribou. AREVA relies almost entirely on collar 

data to study caribou migrations. AREVA relies almost entirely on scientific 

studies to predict how the mine will affect caribou. Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit needs 

to be used much more. 

3) Who Decides What Impacts Are Acceptable? AREVA uses something called 

“significance thresholds” in their impact assessment. Significance thresholds are a 

way of deciding what impacts are acceptable and what impacts are not acceptable. 

AREVA says they use “professional judgement” to decide what impacts are 

acceptable. AREVA does not explain what this means, but it seems like AREVA 

and their consultants are deciding by themselves what impacts are acceptable. The 

community of Baker Lake should decide what impacts are acceptable, not 

AREVA. 

 

 

 

 



4) Concerns That Are Not Studied. In the EIS, AREVA does not study many of 

the concerns that hunters have been raising.  

 AREVA does not study how increased numbers of airplanes will impact 

caribou. For years hunters have been saying that airplanes are disturbing 

caribou. 

 AREVA does not study how exploration is impacting caribou. Hunters have 

known for a long time that exploration disturbs caribou. 

 AREVA does not study how the other mines Kiggavik might make possible 

will impact caribou. We know that if Kiggavik is built, more mines will 

follow soon after. 

 AREVA does not study how Kiggavik will make it more difficult for Inuit to 

hunt caribou by disturbing caribou and making them avoid the Baker Lake 

area. This is because AREVA has decided that acceptable impacts on 

caribou are any impacts that don’t threaten entire caribou herds. There is no 

real study of how hunters will be impacted. We already know that we will be 

impacted by more mines. Ever since the Meadowbank mine was built, 

caribou don’t stay near town as much as they used to. 

5) Caribou Quotas. In the EIS, AREVA suggests that caribou quotas might be 

necessary. AREVA also suggests that the government should ban Inuit from 

hunting the Beverly caribou herd. This is not discussed in the main summary of the 

EIS. Caribou quotas and hunting bans are issues that are very sensitive for Inuit. 

This should be discussed more openly and directly. 


